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1970s Quiz 3

1. Which unusual song from a concept album was the final UK number one of the 1970s?

2. In the 1970s everyone had heard of which stuntman from Montana?

3. In the 1970s what was the new craze for exhibitionists?

4. Which year saw the first Gay Pride rally in the UK? It took place on July 1, chosen as the nearest 
Saturday to the anniversary of the Stonewall Riots in the US in 1969?

5. Mass production of cheap synthetic clothing, youth counterculture and the growth of women's 
rights all helped lead to an explosion of fashion in the 70s, from min-skirts to bell-bottoms to 
hotpants and platforms. During this time, which fashion magazine wrote 'There are no rules in the 
fashion game now’?

6. Jack Nicklaus dominated golf through this decade, taking his Majors tally to a record-breaking 13 
and becoming the first player to compete double and triple career grand slams. What is his 
nickname?

7. Which city completes the title of the US crime drama which starred Karl Malden and Michael 
Douglas: The Streets of ___? The series was hugely popular and ran from 1972 to 1977?

8. Agnetha, Benny, Bjorn and which other female star make up the Swedish pop group Abba?

9. Which company produced the first commercially available microprocessing unit, changing the face 
of electronics? The microprocessor was a 'building block' that engineers could purchase and 
customise to perform different functions in a huge range of electronic devices?

10. What was the name of the hit pioneering arcade game based on table tennis launched in 1972?

11. What was the name of the popular kids Raleigh bike?

12. Which '70s US TV police duo drove a red and white Ford Torino?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Pink Floyd's 'Another Brick in the Wall'
2. Evel Knievel
3. Streaking
4. 1972
5. Vogue
6. Golden Bear

7. San Francisco
8. Anni-Frid
9. Intel
10. Pong
11. Chopper
12. Starsky and Hutch

Sphinx Phoenix 1970s Quiz 3

1. Which unusual song from a concept album was the final UK number one of the 1970s?

2. In the 1970s everyone had heard of which stuntman from Montana?

3. In the 1970s what was the new craze for exhibitionists?

4. Which year saw the first Gay Pride rally in the UK? It took place on July 1, chosen as the nearest 
Saturday to the anniversary of the Stonewall Riots in the US in 1969?

5. Mass production of cheap synthetic clothing, youth counterculture and the growth of women's 
rights all helped lead to an explosion of fashion in the 70s, from min-skirts to bell-bottoms to 
hotpants and platforms. During this time, which fashion magazine wrote 'There are no rules in the 
fashion game now’?

6. Jack Nicklaus dominated golf through this decade, taking his Majors tally to a record-breaking 13 
and becoming the first player to compete double and triple career grand slams. What is his 
nickname?

7. Which city completes the title of the US crime drama which starred Karl Malden and Michael 
Douglas: The Streets of ___? The series was hugely popular and ran from 1972 to 1977?

8. Agnetha, Benny, Bjorn and which other female star make up the Swedish pop group Abba?

9. Which company produced the first commercially available microprocessing unit, changing the face 
of electronics? The microprocessor was a 'building block' that engineers could purchase and 
customise to perform different functions in a huge range of electronic devices?

10. What was the name of the hit pioneering arcade game based on table tennis launched in 1972?

11. What was the name of the popular kids Raleigh bike?

12. Which '70s US TV police duo drove a red and white Ford Torino?
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